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The stellar 
isochrone is the 
curve on the CMD 
representing stars 
with the same age.

The turn off is 
considered as a 
chronometer 
provided by 
stellar evolution

Back to the last lecture : isochrones Back to the last lecture : isochrones 
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– A simple stellar population (SSP) is an assembly of coeval, 
initially chemically homogeneous single stars with 
the same kinematics.

 A SSP is described by:
   i) age,  
  ii) chemical composition (Y, Z),
 iii) initial mass function.

  

Back to the last lecture: simple stellar population Back to the last lecture: simple stellar population 

OLD YOUNG



The Color-Magnitude diagramThe Color-Magnitude diagram

The color-magnitude diagram (CMD) is a plot of the star’s magnitude 
(which is indicative of the stellar luminosity) as a function of the color 
(which is a proxy of the temperature). The CMD is an observer’s diagram.

Anderson et al. 2008, AJ, 135, 2055

NGC2808
Age ~12 Gyr
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Kalirai et al. 2001, AJ, 122, 3239
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From theory… to observationsFrom theory… to observations

We need to transfer information from the 
theoretical to the observational plane  

Observations provide stellar 
counts and magnitudes in 
different filters. 

Theory provides evolutionary 
time, luminosity and effective 
temperature. 



The absolute magnitude  (MA) in a given photometric band A, is defined 
in terms of bolometric magnitude (Mbol) as:

Where BCA is the bolometric correction to the photometric band A. 

The observed magnitude of a star, called apparent magnitude (mA), is 
related to the absolute magnitude as: 
  

d is the distance (in parsec)
AA the interstellar extinction in the photometric band A 

to transfer information from the theoretical to the observational 
plane we need AA and BCA!

Bolometric correctionBolometric correction



Stars as blackbodiesStars as blackbodies



Stars as blackbodiesStars as blackbodies

The light that we receive from a star has been released by the 
photosphere, where the optical depth, τ (the probability that a 
photon has an interaction with the stellar matter), is about 1.

 



Stars as blackbodiesStars as blackbodies

light emitted by stars has a black body spectrum, whose energy 
distribution depends only on the effective temperature. 

Blackbodies radiation is
described by the Planck law

B is the spectral radiance (units: power per unit solid 
angle and per unit area normal to the propagations).

h is the Planck constant

k is the Boltzmann constant



Stars as blackbodiesStars as blackbodies
The total flux emitted in all the directions at all the wavelenghts is: 

where 
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 



Stars as blackbodiesStars as blackbodies
The total flux emitted in all the directions at all the wavelenghts is: 

The energy distribution depends only on the effective temperature. 



Color indicesColor indices

A generic colour index (A-B) is defined as the 
difference of the magnitudes in two photometric 
filters.

Color indices provide a measure of 
 the slope of the black body curve. 
And therefore of the temperature 



Color indicesColor indices
A generic colour  is independent of the stellar distance, but is 
affected by extinction. 

Indeed:

Here we defined the color excess or reddening as:



ExpectationExpectation

If stars are black 
bodies... 

Two magnitudes 
would be enough to 
constrain both stellar 
temperature and 
luminosity. 



Expectation vs. realityExpectation vs. reality

Black bodyBlack body
If stars are black 
bodies... 

Two magnitudes would 
be enough to constrain 
both stellar 
temperature and 
luminosity. 



Expectation vs. realityExpectation vs. reality

Black bodyBlack body Real spectrumReal spectrum



Stars are blackbodies in first approximationStars are blackbodies in first approximation

After being released by the photospere, the photons cross the 
overlying stellar atmosphere, where τ<1.

 

It is the crossing of the atmosphere that introduces a dependence of 
the spectral energy distribution on gravity and chemical 
composition, in addition to the temperature. 

 



Stars are blackbodies in first approximationStars are blackbodies in first approximation

Theoretical models of stellar atmosphere and predictions of the 
spectral energy distribution of the emerging photons are mandatory to 
compute bolometric corrections to any given photometric band. 

 



Stars are blackbodies in first approximationStars are blackbodies in first approximation



Exemples of stellar spectraExemples of stellar spectra

Theoretical models of stellar atmospheres and predictions of the 
spectral energy distribution of the emerging photons are 
mandatory to compute appropriate bolometric corrections to any 
photometric band

Bolometric correctionsBolometric corrections



Photometric systemsPhotometric systems

Are devised to derive the main stellar 
parameters from photometry

The Johnson-Cousins photometric system
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The impact of the bolometric correctionsThe impact of the bolometric corrections

Theoretical planeTheoretical plane

Observational planeObservational plane Observational planeObservational plane

Observational planeObservational plane



ExtinctionExtinction
Interstellar space is permeated by interstellar medium (ISM). 

ISM is composed of gas and dust.



ExtinctionExtinction

Dust tends to scatter the radiation.



ExtinctionExtinction

Interstellar gas tends to absorb and 
radiate at different directions.



ExtinctionExtinction

The observed flux is related to the intrinsic one by:

Where      is the optical depth of the ISM at the 
observed wavelength.

Extinction is not uniform along the spectrum because 
varies as       in the visible part of the spectrum.

As a consequence, the objects appear redder than 
they really are.
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ExtinctionExtinction

As a consequence of the extinction law, the objects 
appear redder than they really are.



The change in apparent magnitude at wavelength λ due 
to extinction is:

The extinction at wavelength λ is:



Extinction lawExtinction law

What is usually derived empirically is 
the so-called extinction law.

i. e., the values of the ratio Aλ/AV  at 
wavelenght λ to that of the Johnson V 
band.

The difference AB-AV is indicated as 
E(B-V) and the ratio AV/E(B-V)  is 
denoted as RV.
 

 



Extinction lawExtinction law

As an example, in the Johnson 
system the reddening law is 
approximated as:

AU=1.53 AV      AJ=0.29 AV

AB=1.32 AV      AH=0.17AV

AR=0.82 AV      AK=0.11AV

AI=0.60 AV

 



Extinction lawExtinction law

 

Accepted values of Rv range from 3.1 to 3.3, although in peculiar 
directions it could be different.  

 

The values of  Rv can vary in different galactic and extragalactic environments 



Gas and dust 

are responsible for extinction.



Isochrones and ageIsochrones and age

The brightness of 
the turn off 
depends from 
age.

The turn off is 
considered as a 
chronometer 
provided by 
stellar evolution
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Isochrones and metallicityIsochrones and metallicity



Isochrones and metallicityIsochrones and metallicity



Age and distance of stellar populationsAge and distance of stellar populations

The age of NGC288 



Age and distance of Leo IVAge and distance of Leo IV


